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+ In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

On Friday, St Luke’s hosted a training session on recognising and responding to 

family and domestic violence. This is the second such session which has happened 

in the diocese presented by the Women’s Safety Services organisation. The 

session was this year aligned with the ordination candidate’s formation intensive 

programme and it included some participants who were not clergy or training 

clergy. As it was last year, the session was powerful and impacted directly in the 

heart of this most insidious transgression in human behaviour.  

I think most of us are aware of the tragedies just a couple of weeks past now 

which saw the death of a baby girl when her father threw himself and her off the 

Whispering Wall and the burning to death of Kelly Wilkinson in the back yard of 

her home on the Gold Coast. The heartbreak is immeasurable, these beautiful 

lives ended in preventable and hideous deaths. The outpouring of public grief 

admits to the undercurrent of outrage that these things just keep happening. 

These deaths and the deaths of so many more women and children who stand 

behind them and before them are part of an epidemic of unbelievable 

proportions. The chilling statistics are rehearsed each week and sometimes more 

frequently. One woman a week and one child a fortnight is killed in domestic 

related homicides.  

As most of you will know, I convene a working group in the diocese which is 

aimed at raising awareness and formulating responses within the church to the 

prevalence of family and domestic violence. St Luke’s warden Margaret Curd who 

has recently joined the group has researched and has lamented that whilst there 

is an enormous amount of reporting and studies done of this epidemic of 

violence, nothing has changed in the way of outcomes for women and children. 

The cases vastly outnumber the help available, and most women just go back into 

violent relationships and risk being statistics themselves.  
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A life of fear of harm at the hands of an intimate partner is a sentence of misery 

and unfulfilled potential. For the children in violent households there are long-

term consequences for wellbeing. Every type of abuse and misappropriation of 

power over others creates lasting harm for children on the periphery as well as 

the direct recipient of the abuse.  

There is so much that is broken in human behaviour when what begins or is 

presented as love degrades into violence. Never forget that violence is more than 

physical injury. Bruising and black eyes are only one aspect of a vista of 

wrongdoing. Domestic and family abuses include financial, emotional, sexual, 

gender identity, spiritual, cultural and many more types.  

Neither is the church immune. A large study that the National Church Life Survey 

and Charles Sturt University is conducting is receiving findings on the prevalence 

of domestic and family violence in churches across Australia. The research is 

already corroborating studies done overseas. Violence and abuse within 

relationships does occur in churches and in people who attend church. There is 

work to be done to change things. In our church and in every Anglican community 

there is solidarity with the nation and a resounding ‘no’ to any type of violence 

and abusive behaviour. Family and domestic violence is diametrically opposed to 

the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.  

The genuine love which Jesus taught, preached, and lived out of, is founded in the 

truth that every human being is made in God’s image and is worthy of that image. 

From the Letter of John, we hear that love which is directed only at God and not 

unconditionally given to others is not love at all. If a person loves God, the natural 

response is to show that love to all people. The letter explains that no one has 

seen God, but that if we love one another then we show love for God, God who is 

intangible and known to us only in the Son through the Spirit. It is through Jesus’ 

love for us that we know how much God loves us. This is the story of Easter, that 

God so loved the world that he gave his only Son to die and reveal the depth of 
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real and eternal life. Acts of violence and abuse against others demonstrate 

rejection of God.  

On Friday we listened to a survivor of family and domestic violence speak and tell 

us her story. The liberating term for such people is a lived experience advocate. 

This raises a person from survival to the state of empowerment in creating 

change for others. Her name is Vanita. Last year when a different group heard her 

story, I was moved to tell you about her and now at this year’s session she 

continues to show the way as an icon pointing to a deep truth.  

We cannot know what it is like for a person to experience the kind of suffering 

which was Vanita’s life for many years. But we must take time to listen, even 

when it is uncomfortable, or it hurts. Unless someone speaks to us from the side 

of suffering then the suffering remains a silent agony. Recall that the Ethiopian 

eunuch could not understand what he was reading until Philip came and 

interpreted the word to him. The eunuch is an abused person. He may have some 

status because of his association with a royal court, but his body is disfigured, and 

his identity violated. He is a person who has been subject to violence. As Philip 

interpreted the scripture so must he have learned from the person to whom he 

proclaimed, the eunuch, the one denied even a name. The water of baptism at 

the side of the road would have appeared as a flood of healing grace for the two 

of them. 

The scripture passage Philip interprets from the prophet Isaiah (53.7-8) is cutting. 

We last heard it on Good Friday: ‘He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he 

did not open his mouth; like a lamb that is led to the slaughter, and like a sheep 

that before its shearers is silent, so he did not open his mouth. By a perversion of 

justice he was taken away. Who could have imagined his future? For he was cut 

off from the land of the living.’ 
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Not only the eunuch, the nameless one deprived of gender identity and choice, 

but every woman and child who is beaten, isolated, without home or security, 

who is stripped of innocence, experiences this passage of scripture. These women 

and children, and sometimes men too who have been violated, stand alongside 

the eunuch, silent and denied justice. In so many instances, women return home 

to what they know, even when it is unsafe, rather than leave a violent situation 

and enter a dirty and cheap motel room for refuge because an under resourced 

system which is not coping has failed them again and again. Sometimes the failure 

ends in headlines like the Kelly Wilkinson story and the baby girl hurled from the 

Whispering Wall.  

And so, the church must add its voice of righteous outrage along with those of a 

nation of frustrated people who are saying it is enough. For Christians we are 

given the image of the vine and we are given the assurance that Jesus is the true 

vine and God the vine grower. The vineyard is the world and sometimes it is a 

cruel and unloving place. Sometimes there are people in the vineyard who do not 

abide in its goodness but seek to cultivate their own place dominated by misused 

power, for whatever reason that we cannot always know, away from the love of 

God. Fruit only flourishes when it abides in the loving vine. There is no fear in 

love, but perfect love casts out fear, as we learn in the letter today. Abiding in the 

love of God is a vine that connects us as people who love and respect each other, 

who refuse to remain silent while another suffers, who work tirelessly to change 

unjust systems and raise up the abused that they may speak for themselves and 

advocate for a better way.  


